The Dream, the Plan and the Bluewater Debut:From Vancouver through the Panama Canal (Seven Seas Adventures Book 1)

The Seven Seas Adventures Seriesâ€• is based on the colour paper edition of 9 Years on the 7
Seas with S/Y Nor Siglar, also published as a text-only Kindle version by the same name. As
Kindle Fire and growing number of reading devices with colour screens now support colour
images, we have decided to publish an illustrated edition, where each of the 7 books
corresponds to the 7 parts in the printed version. In this first book we start out by sharing last
minute hectic preparations and panic before cutting the ties with jobs, home, friends and
family and setting out on our once in a lifetime adventure. Come with us on our very first
weeklong non-stop ocean passage from Vancouver to San Francisco, feel the highs & lows
onboard a small craft at sea complete with night watches and seasickness and the exhilaration
of making land fall. Explore the fabulous California Coast and sample some of the chores and
routines onboard a small sailboat on the wide-open ocean. Experience the logistics of offshore
cruising as we meander down the fascinating west coast of Mexico where we have our first
encounters with the many challenges involved in our new and carefree lifestyle - some
anticipated, some not. It is an adventure where no two days are alike, an adventure about
trading fresh lobster for next to nothing in idyllic Bahia Santa Maria and sipping Margaritas in
Cabo San Lucas wiggling our toes in the sand; about the beautiful azure blue Sea of Cortes,
snorkelling among colourful tropical fishes on spectacular choral reefs, spooky dinghy river
trips in the Central American jungle and exploring the Sierra Madre Highlands on primitive
chicken buses, about serenading the Mexican Navy and celebrating Xmas in Puerto Vallarta
with cruisers from all over the world. It is about patrol boats and guns, scary bandidos and
friendly inspections, a close call with a freighter and seeing the U.S. Navy in action, chilling
distress calls on the ham radio, rough weather in the Gulf of Papagallo, accidental jibes and
injured crew, helpful natives, rickety docks and squalls in the night. But it is also about
enchanting encounters, trading with natives and visiting a remote Indian village deep in the
Panamanian jungle. Meet an old bohemian couple living their dream on a precious, tropical
island in Las Perlas, share with us a rendez-vous with the past, discover dangerous creatures of
the sea, witness incredible poverty and crime and come with us through the Panama Canal.
There is so much to see, so much to experience. We learn to slow down and smell the roses
from squatters on beautiful Isla Paradita who ask: Why are you rushing through Paradise?
For additional information about other books in the Seven Seas Adventures Series, see
www.sevenseasadventure.com
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